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Motivation and Structure

Motivation:

• wide discussion of bank regulatory issues in the light of 
the ongoing financial crisis,
•consideration of macro-prudential regulation has been 
almost disregarded until now (Brunnermeier et al., 2009).

Structure:
•literature on bank regulation
•prudential regulatory provisions in CEE countries
•bank regulation in Moldova.
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Theoretic Literature on Bank Regulation

Literature exploring bank regulation (especially bank 
capital regulation and its macroeconomic implication) 
suggests that:

• introduction of bank capital provisions limits banks’ ability to 
extend loans (Blum and Hellwig (1995), Thakor (1996), Chami and 
Cosimano (2001), Zicchino (2005)); 

• may lead banks to shift their portfolio to riskier assets (Koehn 
and Santomero (1980), Keeley and Furlong (1990), Blum (1999)).
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Theoretic Literature on Bank Regulation

Empirical findings of economic literature on banks’ 
behavior imposed by capital regulation suggest that:

•capital regulatory constraint has indeed generate net benefits and, 
inducing banks to increase their capital, does not considerably 
affect the level of their risk exposure (Rime (2000), Sheldon (2001) / 
Swiss Banks).

•capital regulatory pressure has a procyclical character (Taylor and 
Goodhart (2004), Kashyap and Stein (2004), Gordy and Howells 
(2004)).
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Prudential Regulation in CEE countries
Table 1: Overview of Basic Banking Prudential Provisions in 16 CEE Countries (as of 30.06.2009)

min.capital
EUR mil.

CAR,
% of RWA

non-bank 
holdings, 

%

large 
exposures, 

%

deposit 
insurance,EUR

bank 
supervisor

Czech Rep. 18,5 8 15/60 25/800 50.000 CB

Hungary 8,4 12 15/60 25/800 50.000 NCB

Estonia 5 12 15/60 25/800 50.000 NCB

Lithuania 5 10 15/60 25/800 100.000 CB

Latvia 5 8 15/60 25/800 50.000 NBC

Poland 5 8 15/60 25/800 50.000 NCB

Slovenia 5 8 15/60 25/800 22.000state guaran.. CB

Slovakia 16,6 8 15/60 25/800 33.000 CB

Bulgaria 5 12 10/50 25/800 51.000 CB

Romania 5 8 15/60 25/800 50.000nat.pers. CB

Croatia 5,5 12 15/30 25/600 55.000 CB

Macedonia 5 8 15/30 25/800 20.000 CB

Belarus 10 8 5/25 15/50 unlim.state

 

guar. CB

Russia 5 10 10/na 25/800 16.000 CB

Ukraine 10 8 15/60 25/800 14.000 CB

R.Moldova 6 12 15/50 15/50/500 430 CB

Source: central banks’ official web-sites, annual reports, banking acts and regulations
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Banking sector in Moldova

Moldovan banking sector is overwhelmingly dominant in the financial 
system, but is still relatively small:

total assets 62,3% of GDP; 
lending 43,3 % of GDP;
deposits - about 40 %of GDP.

Chart 1. Dynamics of assets, deposits and credits to GDP, 2004-2008 (%) 
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Source: NBM annual reports and web-site, own calculations 
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Bank Prudential Regulation in Moldova

“The Banker” financial and economic health ratings (Jan’09) rank Moldova as 
fifth out of 184 examined countries less likely to be affected by crisis (no G-10 
countries’ economies entering top 20, Switzerland - 21st).
•main explication: 

- lower reliance on credit,
- high capital adequacy and liquidity ratios insulating banks from risks,
- non-implication of banks in international speculations.

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

No/banks (out of which in foreign property) 16(9) 16(7) 15(6) 16(7) 16(7)

State-owned banks 1 1 1 1 1

Share of state-owned banks’ assets in total assets,% 17,6 19,3 15,3 9,5 n/a

Share of foreign-owned banks’ assets in total assets,% 33,6 19,6 22,9 24,8 n/a

Share of foreign investments in bank capital,% 52,4 50,6 62,7 71,9 74,0

Domestic currency average lending rate (%) 21,1 17,3 18,6 18,9 20,9

Capital adequacy (capital/RWA, %) 31,4 27,2 27,8 29,0 32,2

Liquidity (liquid assets/total assets, %) 36,3 36,7 33,5 29,0 30,6

Non-performing loans to total loans (%) 6,9 5,3 4,4 3,7 5,2

Table 2. Basic banking sector indicators in the Republic of Moldova (2004-2008)

Sources: EBRD Transition Report (2008), NBM annual reports (2004-2008), IMF (2008)
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Bank Prudential Regulation in Moldova

Existing challenges:
• vulnerability to potential volatility in remittances inflows heightens 

credit risks (in case of borrowers’ receiving remittances); 
• high dependence on remittances (about 30% of GDP) –result in MDL 

appreciation (fueling inflation (average 13% in 2008));
• in 2009 credit portfolio reduced by 3% and deposits by 7%;
• quality of credit portfolio worsened (past due credits – 40%); 
• lack of consolidated prudential supervision (complicates evaluate 

exposure limits and connected lending); 
• insufficient information on ultimate beneficial owners;

• insufficient cooperation between NCFMS and BNM complicates central 
banks access to information on non-bank financial institutions 
affecting banks stability.
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Bank Prudential Regulation in Moldova

Independent financial supervisory authority:

•2007 - National Commission of the Financial Market 
Supervision (“Megaregulator”) has been created;

• its activity is based on the fee-payments by supervised 
sectors;

• given the early development of non-banking financial system 
eventual separation of bank supervision will impose additional 
costs;

•first BCP provides for operational independence and adequate 
resources of bank supervisory agency.
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Bank Capital Regulation in Moldova

• capital adequacy regulation based on Basel Capital Accord I; 
• it does not include capital charge for market risk;
• in case of credit risk – the lack of information on some 

shareholders’ identity obstructs the analysis to determine the 
extent of banks exposures;

• national authorities and international organizations (IMF) state 
the prematurity of Basel II – rules’ implementation in RM 
(arguing that there are no currently foreign subsidiaries of 
Moldovan banks abroad).
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